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intensity over that required by the inverse square law in due, no doubt, to internal reflections and refractions incident to tenifM.Tat.ure irregularities. However, the dissipation of sound generally is more pronounced the stronger the wind. Hence, since* winds smooth out horizontal teinf>era-ture irregularities and establish an approximately adiabatie cooling with altitude (1° C. per 103 meters) it follows that, at least when there in considerable wind, some other factor than reflection and refraction of the type just mentioned must be effective in dissipating sound. This factor appears to be the ordinary turbulence, or eddy motions, of the* lower air.
Since eddy motion is very irregular, both as to sjn»ed and direction, and since the velocity of only a moderate* wind Is several per cent of that of sound (22 miles per hour equals about 3 JXT cent of the velocity of sound) it follows that a sound front is dimpled and wrinkled on panning through such gusty winds an are common near the surface of the earth. These distortions obviously alter tin* direction of propagation......normal to the wave front—-and, on the whole, increase the din-
IHTsion of the sound and rate of its enfceblement.
To visualize the effect of eddies on sound a little differently, let air instantaneous distribution of atmospheric compressions and rarefactions, constituting a train of sound waves, be fixed in position, except jis acted on by mass movements of tin* air. Such inequalities, quickly, would be HO intermingled by any moderately strong and turbulent wind as, practically, to obliterate' the sound waves, and tltt.*4 same oblitcrative process is quite as operative, presumably, on traveling, as it would be on stationary waves. The time actually available for such ojn'nition is, of course, very brief, but- it is sufficiently long, apparently, to permit, a great reduction of the sound intensify.
Sounds to and from Elevated Points. Balloonist*, mountain climbers, and others, who have visited quiet places of considerable altitude, have rejxH'ted two interesting sound observations:
(a)  The balloonist, for instance, tells us that the higher-pitched sounds on the .surface of the earl It are heard to a greater altitude than lower ones of equal initial loudne.ss.    A chorus of spring frog* *h*iln:  » for example, or the excited cackling of a flock of chickens is heard after the human voice, of at least equal loudness, has faded away.    This K in spile of the fact that the sounds of shorter wave length are more rapidlv dissipated bv atmospheric irregularities than are thove of longer \va\e length, and due to the greater sensitivity, within certain limits, of the ear to the higher-pit (*hed notes,1 to our keener perception here, as al>o in the ra>e of earthquake shocks, of acceleration than of amplitude.
(b)   The balloonist  may hear and understand person*, on flit* ground while    they    cannot    hear   and   understand    him,    Tins    fart    is   so
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